The College of Agricultural Engineering and Technology, AAU, Godhra Celebrated an Annual Day, "AgETech-2019" on Tuesday, 22nd October 2019. The function started at 2.30 pm with the Welcome Dance followed by the lamp lightning by the dignitaries. Dr. R. Subbaiah, Principal & Dean, CAET, Godhra welcomed and introduced the Chief Guest of the Function, Er. Vijay Rathod, Head, Business Development, Netafim Irrigation India Pvt. Ltd and Guest of Honor of the function Dr. Dr. D.H. Patel, Director of Students Welfare, AAU, Anand. In his welcome Address, Dr. R. Subbaiah, Principal & Dean, CAET, Godhra wished his hearty gratitude to the Er. Vijay Rathod, for accepting the invitation of the program as 'Chief Guest" and also expressed his proud feeling that Er. Vijay Rathod is his student from JAU, Junagadh and now leading India’s largest Irrigation Company. He also expressed his gratefulness towards Dr. Dr. D.H. Patel, Director of Students Welfare, AAU, Anand for accepting the invitation of the program as 'Guest of Honor".

After floral welcome, College 'Annual Progress Report-2018-19' and College Magazine 'Rivista' was released by the dignitaries on the Dias. Dr. R. Subbaiah presented the progress report of the college through PPT and highlighted the academic achievements of the students, selection of the students in JRF, GATE Examinations, remarkable placement of the students in different companies, research outcomes, extension activities carried by the college and medals and champion trophies won by the students at university and national level along with overall development in the infrastructure of the college.
Dr. D. H. Patel highlighted the importance of the Annual Day celebration in college life where the students are appreciated for their performance which gives inspiration to the other students to perform better for next year. He admired the all staff members, the team of CAET for the progress made by the college in short duration of time under the dynamic leadership of Dr. R. Subbaiah, Principal and Dean.

The important and most awaited part of the program i.e. certificates distribution to all the winners who participated in various sports and cultural activities at college and university level was done by the hands of dignitaries on the dais.

Er. Vijay Rathod, Chief Guest of the function, highlighted the blooming scope of Agricultural Engineering in Industrial sector and same time he made aware to the students about threats of competition in those areas. He advised to students to prepare themselves and be ready to fight at Global competition. As a token of love, Dr. R. Subbaiah applauds all dignitaries with a College Memento.

The program was anchored by Mr. Hardik Sharma, Assistant Prof. and Mrs. Hetal Tanna, Assistant Prof., BEAS Deptt. Dr. R. C. Salunkhe, Assistant Professor and Chairman, SRC delivered his vote of thanks to all who were present in the function and who were taken efforts and helped to make this function successful. The program was ended with singing National Anthem.

The main attraction of the evening was the colorful cultural program which was started just after high tea. The cultural program began with a 'Hudo dance' a Gujarati Traditional folk dance. The students performed the events like group dance, pyramid, Patriotic Drama, mime, solo songs with
full of energy and high level of entertainment. The evening was become more memorable due delicious and tempting garden dinner.
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